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Abstract—With the strongly growing popularity of mobile devices like smartphones and tablet computers, the number of endsystems with more than one network access – like UMTS/LTE and
WLAN – is also increasing. This so-called multi-homing also leads
to the desire of utilising multiple network paths simultaneously,
in order to improve application payload throughput. Clearly,
this so-called multi-path transfer feature is also very useful for
the transport of multimedia contents, particularly when a single
network access alone is not fast enough to fulfil the bandwidth
requirements of the application.
In many cases, multimedia transport is also sensitive for
delays and packet losses. However, the focus of the current multipath transfer approaches has been on bandwidth only. In order
to tackle this challenge, our paper introduces two new send
strategies to map payload data to different wireless paths. Finally,
by using measurements, we show that a significant performance
improvement for delay and loss-sensitive applications can be
achieved in comparison to the existing approaches.123
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I.

I NTRODUCTION AND R ELATED W ORK

Classic TCP-based communication is based on the assumption that end-systems are accessing the Internet with
only a single network interface. However, with the growing
success of e.g. smartphones and tablet computers, multi-homed
devices with more than one network interface – like 2G/3G/4G,
WLAN and Ethernet – become increasingly popular. While the
SCTP [1] protocol just utilises this property for redundancy
purposes out of the box, there is a significant demand to use
multiple network accesses simultaneously in order to improve
the application payload throughput.
For instance, there is very active work on the Concurrent
Multipath Transfer for SCTP (CMT-SCTP) [2]–[4] as well
as the Multi-Path TCP (MPTCP) [5], [6] for TCP protocol
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extensions for this so-called multi-path transfer purpose. Currently, the focus of research on multi-path transfer performance
is on scenarios with dissimilar path setups [2], [7]. That
is, the used paths have different quality of service (QoS)
characteristics like bandwidths, delays and loss rates – which
is clearly the usual case for Internet setups. Particularly, such
dissimilar paths also affect the multi-path congestion control
behaviour [8] when applying path-coupled strategies [9], [10].
While throughput is the main performance goal of many
Internet applications, interactive multimedia services are also
sensitive to delays and packet losses.
Furthermore, multi-path transfer can also be used to improve the resilience in case of possible path failures, by
redundantly retransmitting the affected data on other paths
in order to reduce packet losses [11]. This works fine if
the complete traffic could be shifted to alternative paths.
Otherwise, the scheduler could filter for important data, e.g.
special video compression picture types like I-frames [12].
The organisation of the send behaviour is also part of current
research: [13] shows that energy-efficient interface scheduling
using MPTCP could provide a way to minimise energy consumption. Furthermore, [14] presents an optimised scheduling
approach for transporting multiple logical streams with multipath transfer.
Particularly, there is also interest [15] in applying multipath transfer for media streaming applications, where the
bandwidth of a single path alone would only lead to a poor
user perception of the presented contents. However, with the
current scheduling strategies for SCTP [2] and MPTCP [5],
the dissimilarity of path delays will have a negative impact on
latency-sensitive applications, as we will show in this paper.
Therefore, we propose two approaches to tackle this issue.
This paper is structured as follows: first, we introduce
the existing approaches for multi-path transfer and describe
the currently-used sending strategies. This is followed by
the description of our alternative approaches. By using an
experimental testbed setup, we furthermore evaluate these
approaches and compare their performance to the standard
behaviour. Finally, we conclude our work and provide an
overview on future goals.
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them will not work properly in certain situations. Instead,
caution must be taken for a more appropriate scheduling. We
have therefore developed two advanced scheduling approaches.
III.

A LTERNATIVE T RANSMISSION S TRATEGIES

A. Confluent Sequence Numbers
Fig. 1.

Retransmission Latency Issue for Delay-Sensitive Data

II.

BASICS

In order to understand our approaches, it is important
to understand how the sender currently schedules messages.
The sender-side scheduler decides about the order in which
messages are sent over which path. On the other hand, the
receiver-side scheduler is organising the order in which the
data is passed to the application. For example, in case of
CMT-SCTP [3], it depends on the per-message configuration
of in-sequence delivery and reliable transport. However, the
CMT-SCTP and MPTCP specifications do not specify how
these schedulers actually work. For instance, CMT-SCTP in
the FreeBSD kernel applies a mapping of the application
payload segments to the paths for transmission by applying
round-robin over the paths. That is, the decision of which
message is transmitted on which path completely depends on
the corresponding protocol implementation.
Clearly, the scheduling of an implementation is based on
the assumption that the segments reach their destination in a
timely manner. However, the delay of a path may increase
– e.g. due to buffer bloat [16] – as depicted in Figure 1:
Path #1 has a Round-Trip Time (RTT) of 10 ms and Path #2
an RTT of 1000 ms. Let the scheduler apply a simple roundrobin scheduling of payload segments onto the two paths.
In case of a reliable, in-sequence delivery, a lost segment
on Path #2 would cause a significant delay by the need
to detect its loss and perform a successful retransmission.
That is, if the receive buffer is already filled with segments
awaiting the missing segment for in-sequence delivery, or if the
send buffer is occupied with segments awaiting a cumulative
acknowledgement, the whole transmission – i.e. on all paths
– gets stalled until a successful retransmission of the missing
segment. Obviously, this implies a negative impact on delaysensitive applications.
In case of utilising only a single network interface, i.e.
without multi-path transfer, there is of course no reason to
think about how the segments could be mapped to different
paths. The paradigm change from just using a single path (e.g.
like classic TCP) towards multi-path transport (e.g. by using
CMT-SCTP or MPTCP) puts a new challenge on the design
of transport protocols. As we will show in Section V, just
coupling the paths and arbitrarily distributing segments among

Our first alternative scheduling strategy is denoted as
Confluent Sequence Numbers (ConSN). Figure 2 illustrates its
principle: instead of round-robining the segments among the
paths (as performed in current multi-path transfer implementations, see Section II), the segments of the send buffer are split
up among the n paths. Two scenarios are possible:
1)
2)

Path #1 gets the segments in ascending order and the
other n − 1 paths in descending order, or
Paths #1 to #n − 1 get the segments in ascending
order and Path #n in descending order.

The key idea of our strategy is that the segment sequences
of the paths will be confluent (hence the name Confluent
Sequence Numbers). Now, if there is a problem – either
a jump of the delay or a complete failure – on Path #j
(1 ≤ j < n), the transmitted sequence numbers of the other
paths run towards the missing segments’ sequence numbers.
Therefore, a successful retransmission of the missing segments
on a “good” path can easily solve a blockade of that path due
to a lack of space in the send buffer or receive buffers (see
also [2] for details on buffer handling).
To make that clearer, Figure 3 presents an example with
only two paths. Segments #40 to #43 are transmitted on
Path #1, while segments #44 to #49 are sent – in descending
order – on Path #2. All segments have to be delivered to the
remote application in sequence. A loss of Segment #43 (on
Path #1) would block the Segments #44 to #49 (on Path #2)
in the receive buffer, due to the need for in-sequence delivery.
Then, a successful retransmission of Segment #43 on Path #2
allows to release the whole receive buffer space occupied for
Path #2.
In case of problems on a path, round-robin scheduling
would scatter missing segments over the whole sequence number range of the send buffer. ConSN, on the other hand, leads
to consecutive blocks of missing segments. This allows for a
space-efficient signaling of missing segments by the receiver
(e.g. by providing the first missing segment’s sequence number
and the length of the block, instead of listing many scattered
segment sequence numbers). Furthermore, having consecutive
blocks instead of scattered missing segments reduces the buffer
blocking issues described in [17]. Also, it can improve the
handover performance in mobility scenarios by just having to
retransmit some consecutive segment blocks in break-beforemake scenarios.
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packets arrive at the right time. Of course, the RTT difference
between the paths could be so high that the throughput of
the higher-performing link is not sufficient to fill the exiting
gap caused by the delay (as we will later demonstrate in
Subsection V-C).

C. Split Error Correction
Fig. 3.
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Furthermore, for delay-sensitive payload, it is possible to
perform retransmissions preventively, in order to avoid buffer
blocking. That is, given the example in Figure 3, Path #1 could
continue with segments from #44 and higher after having sent
segments #40 to #43. In this case, possible missing segments
higher than #44 are recovered by Path #1. On the other hand,
Path #2 could continue with segments from #43 and lower
after having sent Segments #49 to #44. These overlapping –
and therefore redundant – segment transmissions on both paths
reduce the delay (by avoiding the need for retransmissions) at
the cost of an increased bandwidth usage. A delay-sensitive
heuristic may perform such redundant transmissions when segments seem to be late (and possibly lost). This can be seen as
an extension of the chunk rescheduling mechanism introduced
in [7] and [2], which triggers retransmissions on upcoming
buffer blocking only. Note that preventive retransmissions are
congestion-controlled like new segment transmissions [8], i.e.
they do not introduce any unfairness to concurrent flows within
the network.
B. Path Delay Compensation
In order to compensate significant delay differences among
the paths, [18] has added another mechanism. It introduces a
Min-Max approach which divides the flow on the paths such
that the end-to-end delay for all the paths remains the same.
While, of course, this mechanism introduces an additional
delay for packets going over otherwise low-latency paths, the
compensated path delays make the handling of multipath transfer easier, but also increases the overall transmission delay. To
avoid this disadvantage, we introduce an alternative approach,
which we denote as Path Delay Compensation (PDC). Here,
for each path, the smoothed RTT (sRTT) is used to estimate its
RTT and perform an educated guess on which packets should
be sent over the path with the higher delay, in order to let these

Bit errors due to interferences and noisy channels are a
very common problem for wireless transmission. That is, even
a single or very few bit errors in a packet lead to dropping a
possibly full-sized packet. [19] proposes the idea of applying
Forward Error Correction (FEC) for delay-sensitive video
communications. Its goal is to improve the reliability of the
video transmission by adding redundancy information to repair
damaged data blocks. The proposed solution works on the Data
Link Layer (WLAN in this case), which requires appropriate
support by the underlying hardware. Our second scheduling
strategy – which is denoted as Split Error Correction (SEC)
– transfers the idea of FEC into the Transport Layer. The
advantage of this higher-layer approach is the independence
of the underlying protocol layers; i.e. the end-to-end principle
makes a deployment easier. Furthermore, the sending endpoint
– which has a more detailed knowledge of the different
network paths – can make a better choice of distributing the
original data (i.e. the multimedia stream) and the redundancy
information onto the available paths. Note, that SEC requires
the delivery of damaged packets to the receiver-side Transport
Layer (similar to e.g. SCTP packet drop reporting [20]).
A quite simple FEC mechanism is introduced by [21]. This
algorithm is able to correct one bit error in 120 bits with
an overhead of 7 bits. It therefore produces an overhead of
88 bytes for a packet of 1,500 bytes (i.e. about 6%). This
may help to save a full packet (and avoid a retransmission)
of 12,000 bytes (i.e. 8*1,500). Our idea is to use a highbandwidth path for the original multimedia stream and a
possibly low-bandwidth one for the redundancy information.
Clearly, more sophisticated FEC approaches like [22] may be
used to better adapt a system to the specific error characteristics
of the underlying channels. Nevertheless, the principle of SEC
remains the same. In the first step, as a proof of concept,
we focus on the splitting of the information itself, not on the
optimisation of the FEC mechanisms.

TABLE I.

T HE BASELINE P ERFORMANCE IN THE T ESTBED

IV.

Payload
Upload
1.5 Mbit/s
6.0 Mbit/s

Delay

Loss

160 ms ± 150
31 ms ± 4

0%
<1 %

T ESTBED S ETUP

In order to evaluate the two new scheduling strategies, we
have set up a testbed environment as illustrated in Figure 4.
The testbed is based on Linux-based routers as well as two
FreeBSD-based endpoints. Two disjoint paths connect the
endpoints via the routers. The first path has been configured
with a 3G High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA)
connection, via the mobile Internet service provider E-P LUS.
A WLAN connection has been used for the second path. A
performance evaluation tool based on N ET P ERF M ETER [23]
has been applied for the performance evaluation. In order
to obtain reproducible and comparable results, we have first
obtained a baseline performance in the described configuration.
After that, we have replaced the actual mobile communication
by link emulation using N ETEM [24]. Table I shows the results
of the baseline measurement. Note, that the total payload
bandwidth of both paths is 8.5 Mbit/s.
In order to demonstrate the effects of the alternative
sending strategies, we have extended a simple control protocol
with some basic mechanisms for acknowledgement, round trip
time calculation, packet counting and bandwidth measurement.
For sending, we have utilised our traffic generator to send a
payload of 25,000 bytes in an interval of 25 ms. That is, we
have sent data with an average payload data rate of 8 Mbit/s
– which is e.g. realistic for a high-definition movie stream
– in total, split up between the two paths. For the ConSN
strategy, we schedule the data to the paths by using a simple
weighted scheduling (weight ŵP for path P ) that is based on
the calculation of the sRTT [25]:
sRTTP
ŵP = 1 − P
i sRTTi
sRTT = (α · RTT) + ((1 − α) · sRTT), α = 0.125
Note, that we use this simple strategy in order to focus on
the ConSN strategy and not on the scheduling itself. Clearly,
here is a potential for future work.
V.

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

A. Sufficient WLAN Bandwidth
In the first scenario, we have configured the WLAN link
with a downstream bitrate of 25 Mbit/s and an upstream bitrate
of 6 Mbit/s; the delay has been 30 ms and the loss rate has
been less than 1%. The 3G HSDPA link has had a downstream
bitrate of 4 Mbit/s and an upstream bitrate of 1.5 Mbit/s, with
a delay of 160 ms and a loss rate of 0%. From time t=16 s
to t=24 s, the delay has been increased to 280 ms in order
to introduce a temporary transmission difficulty. Note, that in
fact just using the WLAN link would have been sufficient for
successfully transferring the 8 Mbit/s video stream here.
Figure 5 presents the percentage of unusable packets for
this scenario, where unusable packets are all packets that
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Coupling WLAN and 3G Links (WLAN alone would be sufficient)

have actually been lost as well as the packets that had to
be dropped because they have arrived too late (by more than
200 ms in this scenario, i.e. they have become useless for
the real-time playback). By just using the WLAN path (i.e.
a single path setup, in curve 1), the resulting percentage
of unusable packets is almost 0%. However, by turning on
multipath transfer, the percentage of unusable packets for
default multipath scheduling (curve 2) increases to more than
10% for a delay of 160 ms, and even jumps to more than 50%
when the 3G path delay is temporarily increased to 280 ms.
That is, the application of multipath transfer with the default
scheduling – which is intended for bulk data transfer, but
not for delay-sensitive multimedia streaming – can lead to a
significant performance loss in comparison to a single-path
transmission. By using ConSN (curve 3), the performance is
similar to the single-path performance for a 3G path delay of
160 ms. However, in case of the delay jump, the delay limit
of 200 ms is exceeded. That is, in this case there are again
losses. However, they are significantly smaller in comparison
to the default scheduling (compare to curve 2).
Clearly, a heuristic could be introduced to avoid using a
path when such a delay issue persists for a longer time period.
Note, however, that it is not generally useful to completely turn
off a path in advance. In wireless scenarios, transmission conditions vary frequently, due to interferences, handovers to other
segments, different congestion conditions, etc.. Therefore, a
high degree of adaptability to changing network behaviour is
needed.
B. Insufficient Bandwidth for Single-Path Transfer
In the second scenario, we have reduced the WLAN
downstream bitrate to 6 Mbit/s, i.e. the WLAN link alone
has become insufficient for transferring the 8 Mbit/s video
stream. Such a bandwidth reduction is a very usual case in
situations of interferences or bad reception conditions. Figure 6
presents the corresponding percentage of unusable packets.
Clearly, when using single-path transfer (curve 1), there is a
percentage of unusable packets of more than 30%. Applying
multipath transfer with default scheduling (curve 2) solves
the bandwidth issue (since both paths together achieve a
sufficient bandwidth), but there is still a percentage of unusable
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Coupling WLAN and 3G Links (WLAN capacity too small)
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Note, that – in this increased-delay case – the bandwidth
of the 3G path would not be usable anyway, since the delay
difference of this path (280 ms vs. 30 ms) violates the playback
delay constraint of 200 ms. Here, the video transmission would
only be possible by relaxing this playback delay constraint to a
higher value (which, of course, would degrade the interactivity
of the user).
C. Applying Path Delay Compensation
In order to demonstrate the effects of PDC, Figure 7
presents the corresponding results in the previous two scenarios, i.e. sufficient WLAN bandwidth (as described in Subsection V-A) in Subfigure 7(a) and WLAN capacity alone
being too small (as in Subsection V-B) in Subfigure 7(b). For
comparison, curve 1 shows the unusable packets percentage
rate for a single-path transmission, while curve 2 presents
the unusable packets percentage rate for a standard multipath
scheduling.
Clearly, activating PDC alone – i.e. without ConSN –
as shown by curve 3 does not help much. The unusable
packets percentage rate remains at more than 10% in both
scenarios, and it even jumps to more than 30% when the delay
on the 3G path is temporarily increased. However, by using
PDC in combination with ConSN, a significant improvement
can be achieved. In the first scenario, with sufficient WLAN
bandwidth available, the same performance as for a single-path
transfer (compare to curve 1) is reached. Also, in comparison
to ConSN alone (see curve 3 in Figure 5), the delay jump of
the 3G path does not affect the unusable packets percentage
rate any more. A similar observation can also be made for the
second scenario, where WLAN bandwidth alone is insufficient.
PDC in combination with ConSN significantly reduces the
percentage of unusable packets in comparison to PDC alone

3: default PDC
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4: ConSN PDC
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packets of more than 10%. This is caused by the packet delay,
which results in too-late arrivals. ConSN (curve 3) is able to
significantly reduce the percentage of unusable packets to less
than 4%. Even in the case of a link delay increase from 160 ms
to 280 ms on the 3G path (t=16 s to t=24 s), the loss rate does
not become worse than for the single-path transfer (compare
to curve 1).
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(curve 3). Also, in comparison to ConSN alone (see curve 3
in Figure 6), it about halves the unusable packets percentage
rate.
Particularly, PDC in all cases reaches at least the performance of the case without PDC. That is, the recommendation
is to always apply PDC with ConSN. In order to further reduce
the loss rate in cases where the path delay differences are too
large (here: from time t=16 s to t=24 s), future work could
combine PDC with the idea from [18] to apply additional
buffering on the faster paths in order to achieve more similar
path delays. However, instead of buffering all paths to the delay
of the highest-latency path, the application of PDC may lead
to a relaxed need for additional buffering (and therefore result
in a reduced overall message delay).
D. Using Split Error Correction
In the first scenario (see Subsection V-A), we have shown
that in certain cases it may be useful to just use a single path.
Then, it is possible to utilise the second path for redundancy information by applying SEC as introduced in Subsection III-C.
Therefore, we have taken the scenario settings from Subsection V-A, but using the 3G path for SEC only and keeping its
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